Bishop’s Cut/Color

Keep us all safe, here’s how:

FOR EACH CLIENT SERVICE

☐ Stylist will wear a new apron
☐ Stylist continues wearing mask
☐ If gloves are worn, new gloves for each client
☐ Client is wearing a mask through entire visit/ disposable mask provided
☐ Client washes or sanitizes hands immediately after entering shop
☐ Client will wear a new cape
☐ All towels at the station replaced for each client
☐ Follow state board regulations using disinfected tools for each client
☐ Beard trims only if you are comfortable
☐ Disinfect shampoo bowls immediately after use if used
☐ Disinfect bathroom after client use if used
☐ Clients temperature will be taken upon arrival. If 100.3 or above will be asked to reschedule.